
Public Statement Re: Motion 14-0126

Christine Kent <christine.kent@arcadiabio.com> Wed, Apr 9,2014 at 10:50 AM
To: "john.white@lacity.org" <john.white@lacity.org>
Cc: "Daniel Halden (OanieJ.Halden@lacity.org)" <DanieI.Halden@lacity.org>, "Tracy James (tracy.james@lacity.org)"
<tracy .james@lacity.org>, "tom.labonge@lacity .orq" <tom.labonge@lacity .org>, "carolyn. ramsay@lacity.org"
<carolyn. ramsay@lacity.org>, Michael Shull <michael.a.shull@lacity.org>

Dear John - my husband and I will not be able to attend the Transportation Committee Meeting this afternoon.
We have prepared the following statement and one page summary exhibit to be read/handed out during the
public statements portion of the meeting for public record - thank you. Christine Kent

Statement from Christine and David Kent - 3204 North Beachwood
Drive, LA, CA 90068
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Since LADOT and LAFDfs response to Motion 14-0126 was
recorded on March 21,2014 - Rec and Parks has begun
construction on the fence at the North end of Beachwood. Access
to the Hollyridge Trail is currently closed off to ALL pedestrians and
vehicles except for vehicles associated with the Sunset Ranch. As
such vehicles and pedestrians are being turned around and rerouted
to the Griffith Observatory and Guess What? Beachwood Drive -
from the market to my home is wide open and once again safe all
day and would EASILY allow for LAFD and LAPD to tend to an
emergency with ease and in a timely fashion. There's no need to ..
take away nearly a miles worth of parking on Beachwood. Rec and
Parks has just proved that CLOSI NG the HOLL YRI DGE TRAI Land
rerouting people to the Observatory works - and it works well. If
CD4f LAFD and LAPD haven't seen this for yourself I'd ask that you
do so as part of your responsibility to help solve this problem.

This is the only VIABLE solution that addresses the root cause of
the traffic and public safety issues on Beachwood Drive being
caused by allowing on average 2,675 cars carrying 8000 people per



day to our quiet R1 zoned community with 1920's infrastructure
"consisting of a narrow, substandard street that is only 29-33 feet in
width, with no sidewalks or 4-foot wide sidewalks with obstacles
such as poles right in the middle of the walkway" as acknowledged
by LAFD.These numbers have only increased in the past 6 months
and we've seen more cars, busses, smokers and pedestrians than
ever over the winter holidays and spring break.

This solution is EASY and cost effective - and the only one that will
restore PUBLI C SAFETY to Beachwood Drive. Thank you ... The
Kent Family - Christine, David, Lynden and Pickle Kent
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How does Red Curbing the East side of Beachwood mitigate the Traffic
and Public Safety Challenges the neighborhood currently faces?

The Root Cause of this issue can only be addressed by eliminating the source-
NOT PARKING:Cars and people will still come and this will only push the crisis

further South. Rerouting the cars/people coming to hike/see the sign to a safe,
non-residential access point in Griffith Park and to CLOSEaccess to the

HOLLYRIDGETRAIL

DOT Traffic Counts: 8/31/13 - 9/2/13 iRl Zoned community - how can this be acceptable to .:

CD4, LADOT,LAPD and LAFD - it's unacceptable and dangerous to our community.

Counter location Franklin
BWNO ·BWNO
Belden Ledgewood

8/31/2013 12,922 3917 2758
9/1/2013 11,775 5588 2655
9/2/2013 11,491 5341 2613
Total cars per weekend 36,188 14,846 8,026
Daily Average 12063 4949 2675
number of people -
assumes 3 per car 36188 14846 8026

Motion 14-0126 - TLB - "Extremely limited parking and difficult traffic flow does
not allow for emergency vehicles".
Captain Luke Milick _uLAFD shares your concern and acknowledges that there is
a REALPUBLICSAFETYProblem related to traffic on Beachwood".
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